
 

 
 

Concordia, res parvae crescunt. Discordia, maximae dilabuntur. 
 

Through harmony, small things grow. Through discord, greater things decay. 
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A game for 2 players 
Approximate time: 50 minutes 
Ages 16 and up 
 
The card game Vera Discordia recreates an epic battle between two fantasy armies. Each 
player assumes the role of a powerful General giving orders to his units with the intent to 
conquer the enemy army. The player who captures the enemy General or reduces the 
Motivation of the enemy army to zero is declared the winner. 
 
0.1 Components of the Game: 
- This Rulebook 
 
- 4 Army decks of cards, each composed of 20 army cards: 3 
Generals and 17 Units.  
 
- 2 decks of Order cards (one 
for each player), each one 
with 27 cards (9 Attacks, 7 
Maneuvers, 6 Defenses, 4 
Supports, 1 Tactic). 
 
 
- 1 deck of Terrain cards (split between 
both players), composed of 12 cards (6 
Plains, 2 Forests, 2 Rivers, 2 Mountains).  
 
 
In order to play you will also need: 

- An Initiative marker: A miniature that marks which player actually has the initiative. 
For example, a poker chip. 

- A miniature for each player representing his General. For example, 2 chess pieces.  
- 20 counters (10 for each player) representing the Motivation for each army. For 

example, buttons or glass beads. 
- A handful of 6-sided dice. Preferably, although not mandatory, in the following 

colors: white, blue, purple, orange (the colors of the existing attack dice). Having 
about 20 dice total will let you play comfortably. 
 

Optional Rules:  In addition to the regular rules, some rules are labeled “Optional”. By 
default, the optional rules are not used. At the beginning of the game, all players must 
agree upon which optional rules will be used. In a championship game or organized 
competition, the organizers will decide beforehand whether or not any optional rules 
will be used. 
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This section explains terms that will be referred to throughout the rules. Understanding these 
concepts will greatly ease in the play of the game. 
 
1.1-Your Army Cards 
Each player uses a predefined deck of 27 Orders cards, plus another predefined deck of 20 
Army cards. The two players will share a Terrain Deck of 12 cards.  
 
Among the 20 Army cards of each faction, each contain 17 Unit cards and 3 General cards.  
 
 
1.2 Unit Cards 
The 17 Unit cards of a faction 
represent different warriors, beasts 
or machines that compose that 
army. Analyzing the anatomy of a 
Unit card: 

 
 Title: The name of the 
Unit. Provides its identity. 
 
 Background: The Army 
cards that belong to the 
same Faction have the 

same background. For example, the 
cards of the Nir Army all have a 
green background. 
 

Illustration: Although the 
illustration only shows a 
picture of one individual, 

except for some enormous 
creatures (golems, dragons, etc...) 
each card represents hundreds or 
thousands of warriors that act as a 
group. The creative artist of each 
illustration is found in the lower 
left hand corner of each card. 
 

 Identification: Also called "ID", helps to organize the 17 Units of your Faction. 
Also, the effect of some special powers may require the utilization of this number. 
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 Rank: The color of the apple determines the Rank of the unit:  
 

 

The Basic Units are 
the most common 
although they are 
the least powerful. 
In each Faction 
there are 9 Basic 
Units, 3 of each 
type. 

The Elite Units are 
less common, but 
more powerful 
than the Basic. In 
each Faction there 
are 6 Elite Units, 2 
of each type. 

The Legendary Units 
are the least common 
and the most 
powerful. In each 
Faction there are 
only 2 Legendary 
Units, 1 of each type. 

 
 
Attack Dice: The cubes at the bottom of a card indicate how many dice this Unit 
rolls when fighting (i.e. when carrying out an Attack or Counterattack). The colors of 
the cubes indicate the type of dice. There are five types of attack dice: 

 
Melee (White): Represent light hand-to-hand combat arms, such as swords, 
hatchets, or spears. 
 
Range (Blue): Represent light distance combat arms, like bows and arrows, 
crossbows, or javelins. 
 
Magic (Purple): Represent short distance strikes using sorcery, like balls of fire, 
enchanted weapons, or curses. 
 
Breaker (Red): Represent very powerful short distance strikes, caused by heavy 
hand-to-hand arms, gunpowder weapons, or giant monsters. 
 
Artillery (Yellow): Represent very powerful long distance strikes, caused by siege 
weapons or powerful long distance magic bolts. 
 

The order in which the Attack dice are shown on the card is important. Each time that a rule 
indicates that the Unit loses an Attack die, the die located the furthest left on the card is lost. 
If various dice are lost, the ones to the most left are lost first. When a rule states that the Unit 
gains one or more Attack dice, the type will be the same as the die located at the most left.  
 
If a Unit wins and loses dice simultaneously due to the effect of various rules, first calculate 
the net result of gains and losses, then apply only one gain or only one loss.  
 
Example: An Outlaw Unit attacks, but are affected by Terror (they lose 2 dice) and they 
benefit from a Support (they gain 1 die). In total they lose 1 die, which will be the one located 
at the most left, a blue Range die. In this Attack, they will roll 1 blue die and 2 white dice. 
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Defense Shields The numbers on the Shields indicate a Unit's resistance to each type 
of Attack die previously explained. Each Attack die must roll this number or 
greater to be able to Hit the Unit in that manner.  The greater the shield number, the 

more resistant the Unit is to that type of attack. 
 
An X on a shield represents immunity. That type of Attack is incapable of harming 
this Unit. 
 
 
The Breaker and Artillery attack dice do not have a specific 
Defense shield. Both use the Defense value of the color orange. To 
make this easier to remember, the mixing of red and yellow gives 
you orange. 
 

 
Example: An enemy unit rolls three attack dice against the Outlaws getting the shown results. 
The white dice (Melee) need 4 or more to strike, with only one of them (the 6) hits. The purple 
die (magic) needs 3 or more, which hits. The Outlaws suffer two hits. 

 
Abilities: Each one of these icons represents an Ability that the Unit has mastered. 
Each Ability grants the Unit certain advantages or disadvantages during a battle. The 
different Abilities are described in Section 10. 

 
 
1.2.1 Life Points 
Although they do not appear on the Unit cards, by default all Units have 6 Life Points (LPs 
from now on). LPs represents the health of the Unit. Each time the Unit suffers a hit, it will 
lose a LP. When a LP reaches 0, the Unit will be destroyed, and the card is withdrawn from 
the game. 
 
Some Abilities give some Units more or fewer initial LPs. These will be 
represented by a number inside a heart. An initial LP greater than 6 
represents a more numerous unit, while starting with less than 6 LPs 
represents a less numerous unit. 
 
While playing, you will need a method of recording each Unit’s 
remaining LPs. An easy method is to place a 6-sided die (1d6) on each Unit with the number 
of remaining LPs facing up. If the Unit has more than 6 LPs, use more than one die to indicate 
its LPs. Units that haven't suffered any damage, and do not have any LP dice on them, are 
understood to be intact, thereby avoiding filling the play area with dice. 

 

Decimated Units: Any Unit that only has 1 or 2 LPs left is considered Decimated. It 
can no longer fight with the same efficiency. Decimated Units permanently lose an 
Attack die. If through some Ability they regain 3 LPs or more, they will no longer be 
considered Decimated and will regain their lost Attack die. 
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1.2.2 Morale Checks 
Certain stress situations require Units to carry out a Morale Check. In order to pass a Morale 
Check, normally you need to roll 1 six sided die and get a 3 or greater. Some abilities or 
effects can modify this roll, but a 6 is always considered a success, and a 1 is always 
considered a failure. Later we will see what types of Checks exist and what consequences 
result from passing or failing them. 
 
If a Unit has the Bravery ability (left icon shown), all its Morale Checks 
become +1, therefore to pass you only need a 2 or greater. If a Unit has 
the Cowardice ability (right icon shown), all its Morale Checks become    
-1, therefore to pass you need a 4 or greater. 
 
The Tenacious Ability makes a Unit very brave but not very disciplined. Morale 
Checks done on this Unit to avoid Routing and to overcome Terror will be  
automatically successful without the need to roll the die. However, all of its other 
types of Morale Checks become -2. Therefore, to pass you need a 5 or greater. 
 
1.2.3 Open and Closed Units 
The Units in play can be Open (face up) or Closed (face down). Your Open Units represent 
the parts of your Army that your opponent has already discovered. Your Closed Units 
represent an initial lack of knowledge concerning the composition of certain parts of your 
Army.  
 
Some of your Units will begin play Open and others Closed. During play, your Closed Units 
will become Open by performing and receiving attacks, representing that your opponent has 
found and identified them. Once Opened, Units cannot be Closed. Eventually all of your 
Units will be Open. 
 
If Closed Units execute Orders that have nothing to do with being attacked (such as 
Maneuver, Support, revealing a Defense, etc.) they can do so without becoming Open. Later 
on we will describe each individual case. 
 
The Closed Units have the same capacity as if they were Open. They will have all their 
Abilities in spite of being face down, they will continue rolling a die at the beginning of the 
Round if they are Autonomous, they will receive +1 Morale if they are Brave, etc. 
 
If you do something with a Closed Unit that requires an Ability, you must tell your opponent 
that your Closed Unit has that Ability and is using it. This includes “red” Abilities which 
require rolling a die at the beginning of the turn to see if they are activated, i.e. Rage, Chaos, 
Autonomy, and Regeneration (see Sections 4.0 and 10). By being obligated to say which Unit 
is playing what Ability, your opponent will most likely deduce what Units they are, but these 
Units still remain Closed. Units that have a Rage, Chaos, or Autonomous Ability have unique 
behavior that will make them easier to locate. The exception is a Unit with the Regeneration 
Ability. Which, as its description indicates, doesn't require a roll of the die if it has all its LPs 
(see Section 10). Because they don't require a roll you are not obligated to tell which of your 
Closed Units have Regeneration. 
 
A player can look at his or her own Closed Units at any time. Being Closed only has two 
purposes: The opponent cannot see it and it cannot be the target of Indirect Attacks. (see 
Section 7.III). 
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1.3 General Cards 
The 3 General cards of a faction are the 
leaders of that faction. In a game you 
will only use one of the 3 leader cards. 
The General is the card that represents 
you (the player) in the game and losing it 
means losing the game. This card is kept 
near you as a reference and does not 
enter the play area. To use your General 
in play, indicate its location by placing a 
miniature on the Unit card in which you 
are attaching your General.  
 
This is the anatomy of the General card. 

 
Name: The Name of the 
General.  
 
Illustration: An illustration of 
the General. The creative artist 
of each illustration is found in 

the lower left hand corner of each card. 
 
Heroism: When assigning your 
General to one of your Units, 
the presence of such an exceptional individual gives that Unit the Abilities included 

in the "Heroism" section of the General card. These modifications apply to the Unit while you 
have the General attached (which is normally for the entire game). 
 
The Heroism section can also include Attack dice like those we have seen on the Unit cards. 
The Unit to which you assign the General will gain these Attack dice as if they were printed 
on the Unit card, but positioned to the right of the Unit's own dice. 
 
Although it is not indicated on the card, when a General is assigned to a Unit with the Flying 
Ability, that Unit loses its capacity to launch Aerial attacks. This is the same as downgrading 
its Flying ability to Gliding. Generals are too important to launch such a risky attack, 
therefore they are rarely assigned to Flying Units. 

 
 
 
 

Redundancy of Abilities: If due to the Heroism of a General or any other effect, a 
Unit earns an Ability that it already has, the Unit will not earn the Ability two times 
(i.e. the effects are not doubled). Simply ignore earning this Ability a second time. 
 
If due to any effect a Unit loses an Ability that it doesn't have, nothing special happens.  
Simply ignore this loss of the Ability. 
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Leadership: A General's 
Leadership indicates his style 
and the resources that allow him 

to form Armies that are different from 
the norm, and enable some advantages 
during battle. 
 
The text of this section can indicate 
global changes in the composition of 
your Army. Like altering or prohibiting 
the use of certain Units. It is important to 
keep these instructions or changes in 
mind when recruiting your Army (see 
2.4). 
 
These changes can also include special 
rules that must be applied during 
Deployment or during the Battle. 
 
 

Strategy: Represents the 
strategic specialty of the 
General, which is a special 

power determined by one of two types of 
icon - a yellow star or a blue diamond. 
 

Each deck of orders has only one Order called Tactic that can behave like any 
other Order (like a wildcard). If the Strategy has this icon, treat it as if the Strategy 
section of your General was written in the Tactic Order (which will be greatly 
empowered). You can use this Strategy each time you execute your Tactic Order, 
normally more than once during the game. 

 
 
If the Strategy section has this icon, you can use this effect of your General only 
once per game. The text on the card will specify when (which phase) the effect can 
be triggered. In this case, this power is not associated with any specific Order. 
 

 
Ownership: The General cards have a front and a back. The General's name is 
included on the back of the card just in case someone decides to use the front and 
back as two separate cards, and to keep things organized while crafting the game. 
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1.4 Order Cards 
Each player is given a deck of 27 Order cards. During the battle, 
you will draw Orders from the deck and assign them to your Units 
so they can fight. There are four types of Orders: Attack, Defense, 
Maneuver, and Support. 
 
Each deck of Orders has only one card of a fifth type, Tactic. The 
Tactic order is a wildcard that can behave like any of the other four 
orders. The first time in the round that your Tactic order appears, 
you must announce which type of order it will be (Attack, 
Defense, Maneuver, or Support). It will continue behaving in this 
manner during the whole round. 
 
To discard an Order means to withdraw it and place it in a pile of discarded cards next to 
your orders deck. Orders are always discarded face up. The piles of discarded cards cannot be 
looked at by the players. You will only be able to see the top card. 
 
To examine an Order means to look at it and leave it as it was. To examine an order which is 
face down means turning it over so that everyone can see it and then turning it back over so 
that it remains face down. To examine an Order which is face up means to simply look at it 
and leave it as it is. 
 
To execute an Order means to turn over an Order, which is face down, so that everyone can 
see it and from now on it will remain face up, deciding its effects. Orders can be executed 
during your turn when you yourself reveal them, or during your opponent's turn to carry out a 
counterattack. If an effect obligates you to discard an Order which has yet to be executed, it is 
considered that the order was never executed. 
 
Depending on how you have assigned an Order, a Unit can be in three forms. 
 
 
 
A Prepared Unit is one that is assigned a face down order. This Unit has 
yet to be played during this round. 
 
 
 
 
A Busy Unit is one that is assigned a face up order. Its order has already 
been executed, but its effects are still active and can be utilized in the 
future. Only Units with Defense or Support Orders can remain busy. 
Attack and Maneuver cards are discarded immediately after being 
executed. 
 
 
 
 
An Exhausted Unit is one that isn't assigned to any order. This may be 
because it has already been played during the round, it has lost its order due to 
an adverse effect, or in this round wasn't assigned to an order. 
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1.5 Play Area 
Vera Discordia uses a virtual play area. A physical game board isn't needed. The Unit cards 
are placed on, and move around, within imaginary spaces. 
 
The play area takes form during Setup when the four rows of Terrain (T) cards are placed on 
the middle of the table. An imaginary matrix of 4 columns and 5 rows is around these cards. 
The spaces in the center row contain the Terrain (T) cards that will be used in the game. The 
spaces in this center row are fixed and can only contain Terrain cards.  They are also used to 
separate the playing area between the two players. 
 
Your play area is the two rows that are between the center terrain row and you. Your Units 
can only be placed and moved in the eight spaces or your playing area. They can never be 
moved into your opponent's playing area. All of the attacks launched by your Units must be 
done from your own playing area. 
 
The uppermost row of your playing area is called the Vanguard. The Units in this row will be 
the first to confront the enemy and probably the ones that will suffer the most casualties. The 
bottom row of your playing area is the Rearguard. The Units in this row are your fresh units 
and for long range attacks. 
 
Leave plenty of space between the cards, because later during play, order cards will be placed 
on top of the Units, and it is better if the order cards only partially cover up the Unit cards 
below. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A: Rearguard for player 2. 
B: Vanguard for player 2. 

A+B: Play area for player 2. 
C: Terrain cards (begin face down). 

D: Vanguard for player 1. 
E: Rearguard for player 1. 

D+E: Play area for player 1. 
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2.1 Choosing Your Army 
The first thing you need to do to play Vera Discordia is 
choose a General. The players openly agree upon which 
General they wish to use. The only restriction is that they 
cannot both use the same General. 
 
Each player then gets his chosen General's card and the 
17 Units of his faction. The other Generals and Factions 
are put to one side as they will not be used in this game. 
 
Keep in mind that the Generals chosen by the players 
must be from different factions, except if you have two 
copies of the game: only that way the two players can 
have a pack of Army cards of the same faction. A faction 
confronting itself is legitimate and could be explained as 
an internal rebellion or a civil war. 
 
(Optional) Competitive Game: Some factions are more 
effective against others. To avoid a player taking 
advantage of this, players secretly choose their General 
and they reveal them simultaneously.  
 
The players still cannot play with the same General. If they have chosen the same General, 
players must randomly decide which player keeps the disputed General. The other player is 
obligated to choose a different General, but from the same faction. 
 
(Optional) Championships: In a championship it is recommended that each player notes 
which General he will use and use that General for the entire championship. It is also 
recommended that each General is repeated between the players the least number of times 
possible by reserving them through a lottery or from the order of signing up. 
 
2.2 Your Deck of Order Cards 
Each player receives a deck of orders (27 cards), shuffles them, lets his opponent cut them, 
and places them face down in front of himself. Leave space next to your deck of orders to 
form a future pile of discarded cards. 
 
Both decks of orders are the same. They have different backgrounds only to differentiate 
between them. It doesn't matter whether or not the background of your deck of orders matches 
the color of the faction you are using. 
 
2.3 Your Motivation 
Each player receives 10 chips representing the 10 Motivation points used to track the status of 
his army. 
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2.4 Recruiting an Army 
Separate the 17 Unit cards in your Army deck into three piles by rank: One with Basic Units, 
another with the Elite, and the third with the Legendary.  Shuffle them separately and place 
them face down. Then, randomly draw 5 Basic Units, 2 Elite Units and 1 Legendary Unit. 
Your opponent will do the same. 

 
These Units you draw make up your Army. To avoid the temptation of cheating (arranging 
the order of the cards) your opponent will draw them for you without looking at them and he 
will give them to you. Do the same with his cards. 
 

 
Look over the units that make up your army without showing them to your opponent. The rest 
of your faction cards will not be used any more in the game and are put aside without looking 
at them. 
 
Keep in mind that the army deck always has 17 fixed units. Their composition cannot be 
modified. Within a chosen faction, the composition of each player's army is totally random. 
 
2.5 Vision and Stealth 
Each player counts the number of times the abilities Vision and Stealth appear on their units 
and/or general. To help recognize them, both have a blue icon: 
 

 
Vision (left) represents your army's power of exploration and searching, while stealth (right) 
represents its capacity for infiltration and camouflage. 
 

Exchange: Each player can request one, and only one, Exchange during the Recruiting 
of his Army. This exchange allows you to choose one rank (Basic, Elite or Legendary). 
Return all the units received from that rank, shuffle them with your units left from this 
rank, and receive new units from this rank. 
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Since your army's vision and stealth number will be important in the next preparation steps, 
we recommend that each player use two dice (one light colored for Vision and the other dark 
for Stealth) to remember these amounts. For example, if you have three units with stealth and 
one unit with vision, place a black die with the number 3 face up in front of you and a white 
die with a 1 face up. 
 

 
2.6 Determining Open and Closed Units 
At this moment each player will decide which of his units will begin the game open and 
which will begin closed (see 1.2.3). Keep in mind that this doesn't imply placing them on the 
play area (this will take place later, during deployment).  It is only to decide which can be 
seen and which cannot be seen. 
 
The number of an army's closed units is 4 plus the number of your army's stealth, minus your 
opponent's army's vision. Calculate in this way the number of your units to be closed, and the 
rest of your units will be open. If this number is less than 0 or more than 8, treat it as a 0 or 8 
respectively. 

 
The players simultaneously show their open units to their opponent. 
 
 
2.7 Generating and Exploring Terrain 
The player that has the Initiative marker takes the Terrain pack and shuffles it, then gives it to 
his opponent to cut. Then, places 4 Terrain cards in the center of the table, face down in a 
horizontal row between the two players. This will form the structure of the play area (see 1.5). 
 
Each player now has the opportunity to secretly examine 1 Terrain card: take it, look at it, and 
return it to its place face down without your opponent seeing it. Also, for each Vision ability 
card your army has, you can secretly examine an additional Terrain card. 
 
The player with the Initiative will examine the Terrain cards after his opponent. 

 

Initiative: The player who has the most stealth at this time gets the initiative marker. 
This will give him a certain advantage during subsequent deployment of armies. If both 
players have the same amount of stealth, randomly determine who "has the most 
stealth" with the roll of a die. The player that rolls the highest number gets the initiative 
marker. 
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3.1 Deployment 
Deployment takes place in turns. The player who does not have the Initiative will begin 
Deployment first (this is a disadvantage) by playing one of his Units on a space that is located 
in his play area (see 1.5). Next, his opponent will do the same thing. Each player deploys one 
unit, taking turns, until all the units have been placed on the table. 
 
When deploying an open unit it will remain face up on the table. When deploying a closed 
unit it will remain face down on the table. You can deploy your units in any order you want. 
You are not obligated to deploy the open units before the closed units, or vice versa. 
 
3.2 Assigning the General 
During deployment you must assign the General to one of your units. The General is deployed 
at the same time as the unit and in the same deployment turn as if they were inseparable from 
each other. From now on the General is considered an inseparable part of this unit. 
 
Place a miniature that represents your General on the unit so that your opponent can see 
where your general is assigned. Your opponent does not need to know which unit your 
General is attached to until the moment in which you deploy him. 
 
A general can only be assigned to Elite units. Although, some special rules concerning 
Generals (in the Leadership section) can allow him to be assigned to other units, or can 
completely change the deployment procedure. 
 
Place your General's card near you, but outside of the play area. You will use it as a reference 
to remember the capabilities of your General. Your opponent can also consult it if he wishes. 
 
3.2.1 Losing Before Beginning 
If you forget to assign your general during deployment, it will be assumed that an enemy spy 
assassinated him and you will lose the game before it has begun. 
 
This severe penalty is so you can't go back "after the fact" during a deployment since the 
presence or absence of your general will make your opponent deploy in a specific manner. If 
we allow going back, "forgetting" the general deliberately will become a great way for nervy 
players to take advantage of cheating. 
 
3.3 Revealing Terrain 
Once the armies are deployed, turn over all the Terrain cards so that both players can see 
them. The battle can now begin! 
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Nir: 

1 Vision  
1 Stealth.  

 
Iskelond: 

1 Vision  
0 Stealth.  

 
Nir deployment: 

4 Open 
4 Closed  
 

Iskelond deployment: 
5 Open  
3 Closed 

 
Iskelond, having less 
Stealth, deploys first. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Iskelond begins strong, deploying his Golem in Vanguard (A). The Nir explored that 
column and know that it has a River and therefore they thought about putting some archers in 
Rearguard.  But, as the Golem is immune to Ranged (blue) damage, they place some Dark 
Faeries there (B) to launch Aerial Attacks without being bothered. Iskelond places a Closed 
Unit in Rearguard (C), the Nir place some Guardians in Vanguard (D), Iskelond some 
Sentries in Vanguard (E), in front of which the Nir place a Closed Unit (F). Iskelond thinks 
that card should be not too powerful, so takes the risk of placing his general Lhaia in that 
column, and places the miniature of the general onto that card (G). The Nir take advantage of 
this by placing a unit with firepower capacity in that column (H). 

It's Iskelond's turn to deploy and he has three more open units and one more closed 
unit to deploy. The Nir have three closed and one open, but they still haven't deployed their 
General Ykora, who will have to be assigned to the Open Dryads or to another closed Elite 
Unit that hasn't been deployed (unless it has been already deployed in F). 
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The game develops in consecutive rounds in which both players take part. Each round is 
composed of the following phases: 
 
4.0 Phase 0: Beginning of the Round 
In this phase nothing happens per se, but it is included to resolve the abilities that state effects 
"at the beginning of the round". These abilities are: Rage, Chaos, Autonomy and 
Regeneration. To more easily identify them, they all have their icon in red. 
 

Each unit with one of these abilities 
will require a die roll to see if it 

suffers an effect (see Section 10). 
 
 

4.1 Phase 1: Initiative 
In each round, after the first, determine which player will receive the initiative for the 
round. Each player will roll 1d6 and will add to the result the number of his units that have 
been destroyed since the game began. Whoever gets the highest total will get the initiative for 
this round. If there is a tie, the initiative marker will change hands and it will go to the player 
who did not have it the previous round. 
 
In the first round of the game, ignore this phase. During the first round, the initiative will be 
retained by the player having the initiative during the game setup. 
 
The initiative allows you to have the first turn during the upcoming Resolution phase (see 
4.5). However, at the right moment this advantage can decide a game. 
 
Example: Abel has 5 units in play (he has lost 3) and Gonzalo has 6 units in play (he has lost 
2). Abel currently has the initiative. In the Initiative phase each one rolls a die. Abel rolls a 4, 
adding +3 for having lost 3 units, for a total of 7. Gonzalo rolls a 5, adding +2 for having lost 
2 units, for a total of also 7. Because they have tied, the initiative will change hands to 
Gonzalo for this round. 
 
4.2 Phase 2: Drawing Cards 
Each player draws cards from his deck of orders until they have as many cards in their hands 
as units in play. Do not show them to your opponent. 
 
If your deck of orders is used up, shuffle the pile of discarded cards to form a new deck of 
orders to draw from. 
 
In the first round you will always draw 8 cards because each player has 8 units and no cards 
in his hand. In future rounds it is possible to draw fewer cards because the units get destroyed 
and/or players already have cards in their hands. 
 
Example: Doviso has lost 2 units and has one card in his hand from the last round. In the 
Drawing Phase he will draw 5 order cards so that he will have 6 cards in his hand because 
he has 6 units in play. 
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4.3 Phase 3: Issuing Orders 
Each player must place orders from his hand on all his units in play so that each unit receives 
only one order. Place these orders face down (your opponent should not see them) on top of 
each Unit, but still able to see the Units' statistics. 
 
The two players place these cards down simultaneously without taking turns. When both have 
finished, go on to the next phase. 
 
Because you may have forgotten what you assigned to whom, you may look at the orders that 
you have assigned to your own units at any time during the game (without showing them to 
your opponent). 
 
When this phase is completed, players cannot change the placement of their orders. 
 
4.3.1 (Optional) Hurry Up! You can put a time limit on Issuing Orders. One minute is 
sufficient. When the time is up, orders that have not been placed must be placed randomly on 
the units that still do not have orders. 
 
4.4 Phase 4: Keeping a Card 
Each player has the opportunity to take back one (and only one) of the orders that he has just 
placed on one of his units, and keep it in his hand for the next round. 
 
The players don't take turns making this decision. If a player decides to keep an order he 
simply takes it from the table and places it in his hand.  But then, his opponent will have the 
chance to also take back one order. 
 
"Keeping a card" always takes place after both players have issued orders to their units and 
the placement of these orders cannot be changed. Never take back a card before your 
opponent has finished giving out his orders.  If you do this, not only are you jumping ahead in 
the phases of the game, but you are also giving your rival information about your intentions.  
Since he can still change the placement of his orders to counteract your intentions, you are 
foolishly giving him an advantage. 

 
 
After assigning their orders, the 
Nir decide to take back the card 
recently played on their Dark 
Faeries, and keep it in their 
hand. The Dark Faeries will 
begin this round exhausted. 

Keeping Cards: The advantage of keeping cards from one round to another is to 
provide continuity to your orders. If in one round you receive a lot of attacks, the odds 
of drawing any for the next round are greatly diminished. By keeping one of them, you 
will ease that scarcity. It is also useful to keep your Tactic Order, especially if the 
Strategy of your general triggers effects which will serve you better at a later time. 
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4.5 Phase 5: Resolution 
This is the main phase of the game because the effects of the orders delivered to the units will 
be resolved. 
 
The Resolution Phase is performed through alternating turns. The player that won the 
initiative in this round will have the first turn. 
 
In each turn, a player must choose one of his Prepared Units (a unit that has been assigned 
an order face down). Then, he must execute that order, resolving its effects. The effects of 
each order are explained in Sections 5 through 7. After executing an order, it becomes the 
other player's turn, following the same procedure (i.e. choose one of his Prepared Units and 
execute its order). 
 
If after executing an order, only one player has any prepared units left, that player will 
continue performing consecutive turns until he has no prepared units left. If after executing an 
order, there are no prepared units remaining for either player, the Resolution Phase ends and 
the game moves on to the Cleaning Phase. 
 
Players cannot "pass" during their turn on the Resolution Phase and they cannot leave orders 
unexecuted even though this could be harmful for them. 
 
4.6 Phase 6: Clean Up 
Players gather up and discard orders that are still face up on the play area. Then, Phase 0 of a 
new round will begin. 
 

 
 
Orders that are face up (which will be unused Supports and Defenses) are removed to a 
discard pile next to the Deck of Orders. 
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This section explains how to resolve Support and Defend Orders during Phase 5 of the round 
(see 4.5). Support and Defend Orders don't do anything individually when being executed, but 
they do modify future Attacks of other units in the game. The advantages that they give will 
be explained in Section 7. 
 
5.1 Executing Support Orders:  
To perform a Support Order, leave the Support card face 
up under the Unit, slightly exposed. 
 
Starting now, the Unit will be Busy with a Support Order. 
 
This completes your turn. It’s that easy! 
 
Your Units with Support Orders will now be able to aid 
Direct Attacks from your other units (see “Resolution of 
Attack Orders”). Nevertheless, for a Support to be used, 
the Support Order card must be face up. Therefore, 
previously you must have used a turn executing the 
Support Order turning it face up. 
 
 
5.2 Executing Defense Orders:  
To execute a Defense Order, leave the Defense card face 
up under the Unit, slightly exposed. 
 
Starting now, the Unit will be Busy with a Defense Order. 
 
This completes your turn. It’s that easy! 
 
Your Units with Defense Orders will be somewhat more 
protected against Attacks, and moreover, they will have 
the capacity to Counterattack. Unlike a Support, the 
benefits of having Defense Orders still apply whether the 
Defense card is face down (Prepared) or face up (Busy). 
However, executing Defense Orders is the closest way to 
“take” a turn without doing anything, so you can use them 
to spend time. 
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This section explains how to resolve Maneuver Orders during Phase 5 of the round (see 4.5).  
Maneuver Orders allow your Units to move to a different space within your play area, or to 
also make use of terrain advantages in your favor. 
 
6.1 Executing Maneuver Orders:  
We will refer to the Unit that is executing the Maneuver Order 
by the term “Active Unit”. 
 
To perform a Maneuver Order, first discard the Maneuver card 
to your discard pile. Then, chose one of the following possible 
actions to carry out with the Active Unit: 
 -Do nothing 
 -Movement 
 -Castling 
 -Capture terrain 
 
 
6.1.1 Maneuver: Do Nothing 
The Active Unit can decide to do nothing. This is important because you will encounter 
situations in which any other Maneuver action would be harmful to your army. If you use this 
action, simply do nothing (although the Maneuver card is still discarded), and your turn ends. 
 
6.1.2 Maneuver: Movement 
Move means to move your Active Unit to an adjacent empty space. At the beginning of the 
game all the spaces of the playing area are occupied and it will not be posible to carry out 
Movement Maneuvers, but during the game, Units will be destroyed and empty spaces will be 
created where you can carry out a Movement Maneuver. 
 
Adjacent spaces are those that are joined orthogonally (left, right, up, or down). Diagonal 
spaces are not considered adjacent. If an Active Unit has the Flying or Gliding Ability, the 
space it moves to does not need to be adjacent, as it can jump any distance over your other 
units. 
 

 
 

Remember that your Units can only be moved to a space that is in your play area on your side 
of the Terrain cards. 
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 One of John’s Vanguard Units has been destroyed! John wants to fill the opening by 
moving a Unit there. The Units A, B, and C are adjacent to the space with the opening and 
can be moved there with a Movement Maneuver. D and E cannot because they are positioned 
diagonally. Unfortunately, besides being adjacent, A, B, and C need to execute a Maneuver to 
perform this movement: A is already busy with a Support, and B is Prepared with a Defense 
order. 
 C is Prepared with a Maneuver, but if John moves C, it will be filling one opening to 
open up another. Fortunately, John has Unit F. F has the ability to “Glide” and does not 
need to be adjacent to the space it is moving to. John performs the F Maneuver (discarding 
the Maneuver card) and moves F to the opening. 
 
6.1.3 Maneuver: Castling 
In the Castling Maneuver, the Active Unit is moved toward an adjacent and occupied space, 
exchanging its position with the Unit in the space (which we will call the “Passive Unit”), in a 
manner similar to castling in chess. 
 
Once again, adjacent spaces are those joined orthogonally. If an Active Unit and the Passive 
Unit both have the Gliding or Flying Ability, the spaces they castle do not need to be 
adjacent, and can exchange position over any distance. 
 
Remember, you can only Castle with your own Units and only in your play area. You can 
never Castle with an enemy Unit. 
 
In addition, to perform a Castle Maneuver, both the Active and Passive Unit must be assigned 
Maneuver Orders. When you declare a Castling, examine the order of the Passive Unit. If it is 
a Maneuver, discard it, and the Castling will succeed, and you are able to Exchange the 
position of both Units.  
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If the Passive Unit is exhausted (i.e. it doesn’t have any assigned orders), or its order is not 
Maneuver, the Castling cannot be carried out. The Passive Unit will keep its orders as it was, 
and the Active Unit will instead execute the Maneuver of “Doing Nothing”. This ends the 
player’s turn. It is common that a Unit with which you want to Castle loses its Maneuver 
order due to an enemy attack, thus making the planned Castle Maneuver impossible. 
 
Be aware that the Castling Maneuver changes the position of two of your Units and causes the 
discarding of two Maneuver orders within one turn. 
 

 
Mobility: If the Passive Unit has the “Mobility” Ability, Castling becomes 
much easier. 
 
 

A Passive Unit with the Mobility Ability does not need to have any face up Maneuver Orders 
assigned to it for the Active Unit to Castle with it. The Passive Unit in this case can be 
exhausted, busy, or prepared. If it is busy or prepared, the Passive Unit will keep its 
orders (continuing to be busy or prepared) after the Castling.  
 
Keep in mind, if the Active Unit has the Mobility Ability is totally irrelevant. The Mobility 
Ability only functions if applied to a Passive Unit (i.e. the purpose of this Ability is to more 
easily permit other Units to Castle with it). 
 
Sergi wants to change the 
position of his Unit A that is 
facing an enemy that is 
pulverizing it! Initially, Sergi 
delivered Maneuver Orders 
to A and B, having in mind 
to Castle A with B.  

However, B has lost 
its Maneuver Order due to 
an Attack it previously 
suffered. It is Sergi’s turn, 
and he is executing the A 
Maneuver. His intention to 
Castle A with B is not 
possible because the Passive 
Unit B no longer has a 
Maneuver order. The same 
applies to Unit C because it 
is exhausted. 

Luckily, both D and E are Prepared with Maneuver orders. D is adjacent to A. E is not 
adjacent, but since A is a “Flying” Unit and E is a “Gliding” Unit, they can Castle without 
being adjacent. Sergi must decide whether to Castle with either D or E. 

Sergi prefers to Castle with D, so he discards A’s Maneuver card, and shows and 
discards the Maneuver card assigned to D. He Castles both units and his turn ends. 
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6.1.4 Maneuver: Capturing Terrain 
With a Capture Maneuver the Active Unit can capture the Terrain card in his column. Only 
Units in the Vanguard position can perform a Terrain Capture. 
 
If a Terrain card is not currently occupied (i.e. already captured by an enemy Unit), the 
Capture is an automatic success. The Active Unit moves up, slightly covering the Terrain card 
to symbolize its capture. 
 
Although the Active Unit card has physically moved slightly in the Capture, it is still 
considered to have remained in the same Vanguard space it was located in before the 
Capture. 
 
While a Unit maintains its Capture of a Terrain card, the Unit will earn certain bonuses 
dependent upon the type of Terrain (see Section 9). In the basic game, only Forests and 
Mountains offer bonuses to the unit that Captures them. 
 
If you attempt to Capture a Terrain card that has previously been Captured by an enemy Unit, 
the Active Unit will not Capture the Terrain, but will expel the enemy Unit from the Terrain 
card. The enemy Unit would return to its Vanguard position space off of the Terrain card. 

 
 

 
 
The Acolytes execute a Maneuver to Capture the Mountain terrain. Since the enemy is not 
capturing the Mountain, the Acolytes slightly move to signify its Capture. While they have the 
Mountain Captured, these Acolytes will earn the “Affinity with the Mountain” Ability that will 
allow them to ignore the attack penalties incurred from this Mountain (see Section 9). 

Losing a Capture: There are four ways a Unit can lose its Capture of a Terrain card: 
- When an enemy Unit expels it by carrying out its own Capture. 
- When the Unit is destroyed. 
- When this Unit performs any Maneuver (including a “Doing Nothing”). 
- When this Unit performs an Aerial Attack. 
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This and the following three sections explain how to execute and resolve Attack Orders 
during Phase 5 of the round (see 4.5). Attack orders permit your Units to injure enemy Units 
in an attempt to destroy them. 
 
7.1 Executing Attack Orders:  
We will refer to the Unit that is executing the Attack Order as the “Attacking Unit”. The Unit 
against which the Attack is launched will be the “Target Unit”. 
 
To execute an Attack Order, first discard the Attack card to your discard pile.  
 
Also, if the Attacking Unit started Closed, it will now become Open. 
 
7.2 Choosing the Type of Attack 
The Attacking Unit must carry out one of three types of attack: 

- Direct Attack (Section 7 I) 
- Indirect Attack (Section 7 II) 
- Aerial Attack (Section 7 III) 
 

Each of these Attack types requires the fulfillment of certain requirements in order to perform 
that attack. 
 
If your Attacking Unit is able to perform only one of the types of attack, it is obligated to 
launch that type of attack. If the Attacking Unit is able to perform more than one of these 
types of attack, you can choose which type of attack to launch, but you must perform one of 
them. If the Attacking Unit cannot carry out any of the three attack types, it will not do 
anything (except discard its Attack card and perhaps become Open if it was Closed), and your 
turn ends. 
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Most Attacks are of this type. In a Direct Attack, your Attacking Unit launches an assault on 
foot with the intentions of damaging a nearby enemy Unit.  
 
7.I.1 Requirements for Direct Attacks 
The only requirement that the Attacking Unit must fulfill to be able to launch a Direct Attack, 
is to be in a Vanguard position. Rearguard Units cannot launch Direct Attacks – they would 
need to have previously used a Maneuver to enter into a Vanguard position. 
 
7.I.2 Choosing a Target 
For a Direct Attack, the Attacking Unit must target the enemy Unit in the opposing Vanguard 
position of the same column. Normally, there is no choice as a Unit simply attacks the enemy 
Unit directly in front of it. 
 
However, if the space of the Vanguard enemy of the same column is empty (there is an 
“Opening”) you will be able to select a target from more than one enemy Unit. In this case, 
you need to specifically state the Unit receiving the Direct Attack. 
 
 
It is Chusa’s turn, and his A, C, G, and E 
Units are Prepared with Attack Orders 
(which are not shown in the graphic for 
more clarity). 
 
If she chooses to perform a Direct Attack 
with his A Unit, the attack will be against 
B (the enemy Unit in Vanguard of the 
same column). 
 
Or, for the same reason, C could launch 
a Direct Attack against D, or E against 
F. 
 
None of his other Units can carry out a 
Direct Attack because none of them are 
in Vanguard position. Not even G can. G 
could only carry out an Indirect or Aerial 
Attack if it has the Ability to do so, 
otherwise it will not do anything (except 
Open and discard its Attack Order). 
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7.I.2.1 Openings: An Opening is an empty space on the play area. As Units are destroyed, the 
battlefield will become full of Openings. 
 
When an Attacking Unit launches a Direct Attack on a space that is Open, it will be able to 
attack one of the enemy Units adjacent to the empty space with its Direct Attack. If the enemy 
Opening is adjacent to more enemy Openings, your Unit will be able to attack any enemy 
Unit through any/all of the Openings with its Direct Attack. Although you may be able to 
reach various enemy Units through Openings, you must select only one for the Direct Attack. 
 
The Openings in your own area of play cannot be used to reach to enemy Units. Your Units 
separated by your own Openings are not adjacent and you cannot carry out actions that 
require adjacency, such as Castling Maneuvers or lending Supports. Having an Opening your 
own area of play is always a bad thing. 
 
When one of your Units launches a Direct Attack through one or more Openings, it earns the 
advantage of an extra Support. Also, if the attack is Counterattacked, the Counterattack 
loses 1 die and cannot receive Supports. 
 
This battle has advanced for many turns and is riddled with Openings. 
 

A would be able to carry out a Direct 
Attack against D, E, or F now that it can 
reach all of them through the enemy 
Openings. 
 
B would be able to carry out a Direct 
Attack against the same Units as A 
(although this is not shown on the 
graphic). 
 
C cannot carry out Direct Attacks 
because it is not in a Vanguard position.  
 
D can carry out a Direct Attack against B 
or C.  
 
Keep in mind that even though A can 
make a Direct Attack against D, D cannot 
make a Direct Attack against A. This is 
because D cannot use its own army’s 
Openings to determine who is within 
reach of its Direct Attacks. 
 
Units E and F are neither Gliders nor 
Flyers. An Opening separates them, 
therefore they are not considered 
adjacent and cannot perform a Castling 
Maneuver until one is moved closer using 
a Movement Maneuver. 
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7.I.3 Earning Supports 
Once you have determined the Target Unit of a Direct Attack, you will have the opportunity 
of Supporting the attack. If your attacking Unit is adjacent to one or more of your Busy 
Vanguard Units with Support Orders, you can discard any of the face up Support Orders. The 
Direct Attack earns one Support for each Support Order discarded in this manner. 
 
Keep in mind, that for a Unit to Support an attack, there are three requirements: 

- The Unit that Supports must be in a Vanguard position. 
- The Unit that Supports must be adjacent to the Attacking Unit. 
- The Unit that Supports must be Busy with a Support Order (having a Support Order 
face up from being executed during a previous turn). 

 
A Support may be utilized for a Direct Attack or a Counterattack. Indirect Attacks and Aerial 
Attacks cannot be Supported. Counterattacks cannot be Supported if the attack to be 
Counterattacked is an Aerial Attack or a Direct Attack launched through at least one Opening.  
 
A Direct Attack or Counterattack can benefit from various Supports at the same time (one on 
the left, another on the right, and possibly a third if the attack was done through an Opening). 
It is not mandatory for an eligible Unit to Support an Attack. It may be worthwhile to 
withhold a Support for a later attack or to Intercept (see 7.III). 
 
A Direct Attack (or Counterattack) earns 1 additional die and the Discord 
Ability for each Support it receives. Remember, that if a Unit earns the same 
Ability numerous times, its effects are not cumulative. Therefore, if a Direct 
Attack receives multiple Supports, it will only earn the Discord Ability only 
one time. 

 
 
 
Luis has placed Support Orders on A and 
Attack Orders on B and C (which are not 
shown in the graphic for clarity purposes). 
 
In the first turn of the round, Luis executes 
the Support Order for A, which remains Busy. 
On his second turn of the round, he carries 
out a Direct Attack with B against D (through 
an Opening). B not only earns an additional 
die and Discord by making the attack through 
an Opening, but can also earn another die 
from the Support from A. 
 
Luis decides to use (and discard) the Support 
for A, even though he could have saved it to 
Support a Direct Attack or Counterattack 
with C. 
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7.I.4 Reaction of the Target Unit 
After considering any Supports, examine the Order of the 
Target Unit. If the Target Unit was Closed, it will now 
become Open. 
 
Target Units with Defense Orders are especially well 
prepared to endure an attack. A Target Unit with Defense 
Orders performs a Morale Check. If it passes, it will have 
successfully Closed Ranks and the attack will throw one 
less die than normal. If the Unit fails the Morale Check, 
nothing changes. If the same Target Unit is attacked various 
times throughout the same round, it must perform a Morale 
Check to Close Ranks each time it is attacked. 
 
Units with Maneuver or Support Orders are not prepared 
for enemy offensives, so when they are attacked they run 
the risk of becoming disorganized. If the Target Unit has a 
Maneuver or Support Order, the Target Unit still carries out 
a Morale Check. If the Unit passes the Morale Check, 
nothing changes (leaving your Orders as they were). If the 
Unit fails, the Maneuver or Support Order of the Target 
Unit is discarded, leaving the Unit exhausted because they 
have been disorganized. 
 
Target Units with Attack Orders do not perform any special 
checks or reactions. The Attack Order remains unchanged. 
 
7.I.5 Launching the Attack 
Roll your Attacking Unit’s attack dice. Generally, these will be different types of dice (Melee, 
Range, etc.) that you will have to differentiate. Using different colored dice here can be very 
helpful.  
 
Apply whatever dice you also gained or lost through Openings, Supports, Closed Ranks, 
Terrain, being Decimated, or Ability effects from the Attacking Unit and the Target Unit. 
 
Keep in mind that in a Direct Attack, all types of dice are thrown, including Range and 
Artillery. The term “Direct Attack” does not mean that it is exclusively a hand-to-hand attack. 
It is simply a short distance attack within the range of projectiles and artillery. 
 
For each die showing a result equal to or greater than the Defense value of that type on the 
Target Unit, the Target Unit loses 1 LP, and is said to have received a hit. 
 

 

Attack of Zero Dice: If, after applying any modifiers, the Attacker ends up throwing 
zero dice (or a negative number of dice) the attack still continues. Although the Target 
Unit will not suffer any damage, any other consequences (Disorganizing the Target 
Unit, triggering a Counterattack, Opening of the Target Unit, etc.) will still take place. 
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Example: In the previous example, Luis confronted Doviso. 
We will analyze the attack of Unit B, a Sentinels Unit. Luis 
reveals the order of the Sentinels: an Attack. Because the 
Sentinels don't Fly nor do they have Range dice, they can 
carry out neither Aerial Attacks nor Indirect Attacks. They 
can carry out a Direct Attack because they are in a 
Vanguard position. The Direct Attack of B normally is 
directed against the enemy that was in the same column of 
Vanguard, put because there is an Opening it can choose 
between D and F.  Luis choses to make the Direct Attack 
against D because it is Closed and it will be a more 
important Unit than F.  Continuing the attack, Luis shows 
that Unit A fulfills the requirements to Support this Attack 
(it is in Vanguard, it has a face up Support Order, and it is 
adjacent to B). 
 
The Attack Order of B and the Support Order of A are 
discarded. Examining the Order of D, it is an Attack. Since 
it is not a Defense Order, D cannot Close Ranks. Since it is 
neither a Maneuver nor a Support, C cannot be 
disorganized and retains its Order. 
 
Doviso reveals Unit D, which now becomes Open (face up); they are some Trackers. Luis 
launches the Attack of his Sentinels (B): throws 5 Melee type dice (3 that the Sentinels have, 
+1 die for attacking through an Opening, +1 die for the Support): 

 
He rolls a 6, 2, 4, 3, and 5. The Trackers’ Defense 
against Melee is 3. Therefore, four of Luis’ dice 
have equaled or bettered this Defense. The Trackers 

suffer four Hits (they lose 4 LPs). Doviso, astonished, contemplates the carnage, while Luis 
can’t hold back a smile. 
 
7.I.6 Suffering Damage 
Once you have taken away 1 LP from the Target Unit for each Impact suffered, you should 
consider the following: 
 
- If the Target Unit is at 0 LP (or less) it has been Destroyed. Remove it from the battlefield. 
(A hole or Opening will be created in its place.) 
- If the Target Unit has 1 or 2 LPs left, it will become Decimated. A Decimated Unit 
permanently has 1 less attack die. 
 
If before the Attack, the Target Unit wasn't Decimated (that is to say, if due to the Attack it 
has passed from being not Decimated to being Decimated), the Target Unit must carry out a 
Morale Check to avoid Routing. If it passes the Check nothing more happens. If it fails, the 
fighters will flee due to panic, and this Target Unit will be Destroyed. Remove it from the 
battlefield.  
 
If a Decimated Unit earns LPs (due to an Ability like Regeneration) and gains 3 or more LPs, 
it will no longer be Decimated (and it will recoup its lost Attack die). However, if its LPs are 
once again reduced to 1 or 2 it will return to being Decimated (and it will have to pass another 
Morale Check in order to not be Routed and therefore Destroyed because it will have gone 
from not being Decimated to being Decimated). 
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Example (continuing): The Trackers have lost 4LP and have gone from having 6LP to having 
2LP. They have gone from not being Decimated to being Decimated, so they must now make a 
Morale Check. Doviso throws a die and gets a 4. The Trackers are Cowards so it is modified 
by -1 for a final result of 3. This is just enough to pass the Check and continue playing. From 
now on, Doviso's Trackers with 2 LPs will throw 1 less die when attacking. 
 
When a Unit is destroyed, for whatever reason (because its LPs are reduced to 0 or because it 
Routed), the player that controlled the destroyed unit also loses 2 Motivation chits, returning 
them to the box. If a player is ever reduced to 0 Motivation chits, he loses the game. 
 
7.I.7 Counterattack: Requirements for a Counterattack 
After suffering damage from the Attack, if the Target Unit has Maneuver or Support Orders, 
or if it is exhausted (it doesn't have any Orders) the execution of the Attack has ended and the 
turn passes to the next player. 
 
However, if the Target Unit has Attack or Defense Orders (it doesn't matter if the Defense 
orders are face up or face down) it can and must Counterattack. 
 
A Counterattack is resolved in the same turn as the Attack that generated it.  Therefore, your 
Units will Counterattack during your opponent’s turn and doesn't use up your turn doing so. 
 
Only Direct Attacks or Aerial Attacks can be Counterattacked. Indirect Attacks can never be 
Counterattacked. 

 
7.I.8 Counterattack: Target of the Counterattack 
The Target Unit always launches its Counterattack against the Attacking Unit. The Attacking 
Unit is always considered "within reach" to receive the Counterattack. 
 
7.I.9 Counterattack: Gaining Support 
A Counterattack can earn Support in the same manner as an Attack. Remember, for a Unit to 
Support a Counterattack, it must fulfill the following: 

- The Unit that Supports must be in Vanguard.  
- The Unit that Supports must be adjacent to the Target Unit that is Counterattacking. 
- The Unit that Supports must be busy with Support Orders (have a Support Order 

face up, which it would have executed in the previous turn). 
 
Remember, if the Attack is launched through an Opening, the resulting Counterattack cannot 
receive Supports (and also the Counterattack will throw 1 less die than normal). 
 
 
 
 

Refusing to Counterattack: If a player controlling the Target Unit does not wish to 
Counterattack, the Unit must pass a Morale Check. If it passes the Check, the Unit will 
have been held back and the Counterattack will not take place and the turn will pass to 
the next player. If it fails the Check, the Unit is obligated to Counterattack.  
Refusing to Counterattack is useful if the Target Unit has assigned Attack orders for an 
Indirect or Aerial Attack. If Counterattacking, its Attack order will be used up in the 
Counterattack, and the planned Indirect or Aerial Attack will not take place. 
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7.I.10 Counterattack: Attacking Unit Reaction: No Reaction 
The Attacking Unit is now exhausted (because it has just launched its attack). Therefore, 
when it receives the Counterattack, the Attacking Unit will never be able to Close Ranks nor 
become Disorganized, so simply ignore this step. 
 
7.I.11 Launching a Counterattack 
If the Target Unit has Attack Orders, discard them (they are used up on the Counterattack). If 
it has Defense Orders, place them face up (the unit will remain busy with Defense Orders). In 
this way, Units with Defense Orders can Counterattack as many times as they want in the 
same Round, because Defense Orders are not used up like the Attack Orders. 
 
When Counterattacking, as when discarding Attack orders or when turning face up Defense 
orders that were face down, it is considered that these orders have been executed. 
 
Roll the Target Unit's attack dice. Generally these dice will be of various types (Melee, 
Range, etc.) so be sure to differentiate between them by indicating to your opponent which 
die corresponds with what. 
 
Apply any die won or lost due to 
Openings, Supports, Terrain, being 
Decimated, or Ability effects for the 
Attacking Unit or the Target Unit. 
 
It is understood that a Counterattack 
takes place after the attack that 
generated it. Therefore, if by 
consequence of the Attack, the Target 
Unit is Decimated, during the 
Counterattack it will throw 1 less die for 
being Decimated. If by consequence of 
the Attack, the Target Unit is destroyed, 
there will not be a Counterattack (it was 
destroyed before there could be a 
counterattack)! 
 
As in the Attack, apply the Hits to the 
Attacking Unit. If it is Decimated, carry 
out a Morale Check to avoid being 
destroyed by fleeing and Routing. 
 
After resolving the Counterattack, the 
Direct Attack that generated it is 
considered ended and the turn passes to 
the next player (keeping in mind that it 
is the same player that Counterattacked). 
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Example (continuing): The Trackers (D) have an Attack Order and therefore can and must 
Counterattack against the Sentinels (B). The Counterattack can only be directed against the 
Sentinels. Doviso discards his Trackers' Attack Order because it is "spent" on the 
Counterattack (it is considered to be executed). 
 
Although Unit F has a Support Order, the Trackers would not be able to benefit from this 
because the Attack was produced through an Opening. If the attacked Unit had been Unit E, 
then F could have Supported the Counterattack. 
 
Doviso rolls his Trackers Attack dice: He rolls only 1 die! (The Trackers use 3 dice, but -1 die 
for Counterattacking through an Opening, and -1 die for being Decimated.) The die result is 
a 5. This is equal to the Defense value of the Sentinels for this type (Range), so the Sentinels 
suffer a Hit, losing 1 LP. 
 
The Sentinels had been damaged earlier, and only had 3 LPs remaining. After suffering this 
Hit, they have 2 LPs and must carry out a Morale Check because they have been Decimated: 
Luis rolls a 1 and fails the Check. The Sentinels are destroyed (they have been Routed). Luis 
loses 2 Motivation chits. Revenge! Doviso recovers part of his courage and prepares to begin 
his turn. 
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In an Indirect Attack, your attacking Unit takes advantage of its long range arms to launch a 
rain of fire against a distant enemy. 
 
7.II.1 Requirements for Indirect Attacks 
A Unit must fulfill two requirements to be able to launch an Indirect Attack: 
 
-First, have at least one Range die (blue) or one Artillery die (yellow). 
 
-Second, have a valid target, i.e. an Open enemy Unit in a space that is in the same column 
and three rows up. In other words, if the Attacking Unit is in Vanguard there must be an Open 
enemy Unit in the enemy Rearguard in the same column. If the Attacking Unit is in 
Rearguard there must be an Open enemy Unit in the enemy Vanguard in the same column. 
 
Keep in mind, Closed Units cannot receive Indirect Attacks (they are not considered a "valid 
target") until they Open to carry out or receive an Attack. Closed Units have not been exactly 
located and since you don't know where they are, you cannot fire at them. 

 
 
7.II.2 Target Unit 
The Target Unit is the previously 
mentioned "valid target”. That is to say, if 
the Attacking Unit is in Vanguard, the 
Target Unit will be the Unit located in the 
enemy Rearguard in the same column. If 
the Attacking Unit is in Rearguard, the 
Target Unit will be the Unit located in the 
enemy Vanguard in the same column. 
 
7.II.3 No Support 
Indirect Attacks can never earn Support. 
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7.II.4 Reaction of the Target Unit 
Note: This is the same as with Direct Attacks. 
 
Examine the Orders of the Target Unit. 
 
Target Units with Defense Orders are especially well 
prepared to receive Attacks. A Target Unit with 
Defense Orders performs a Morale Check. If it 
succeeds, it will have successfully Closed Ranks and 
the Attack will throw one less die. If the Morale 
Check fails, nothing is changed. If the same Unit is 
attacked various times in the Round, the Target Unit 
must carry out a Morale Check each time in order to 
Close Ranks. 
 
If the Order of the Target Unit is Maneuver or 
Support, the Target Unit must still carry out a Morale 
Check. In this case, if it succeeds, nothing is 
changed. If it fails, the Maneuver or Support Orders 
of the Target Unit are discarded, leaving the Unit 
exhausted because it has become Disorganized. 
 
Target Units with Attack Orders do not require any 
special reaction, so these Unit’s Attack Orders 
remain in place. 
 
7.II.5 Launching an Indirect Attack 
Roll the appropriate attack dice shown on the Attacking Unit, differentiating them by type 
(ideally using different colored dice). 
 
Due to the fact that an Indirect Attack is done from a distance, you can only use any Range 
(blue) dice and/or Artillery (yellow) dice of the Attacking Unit. Ignore any other dice 
shown on its card.  
 
Any die won or lost (due to Closed Ranks, Terrain or Ability effects) is only applied toward 
the blue and/or yellow dice for Indirect Combat. 
 
Example: Some Trackers have 2 Melee dice and 1 Range die. If they launch a Direct Attack in 
the Forest (which penalizes Indirect Attacks with 1 die), they first will keep their blue/yellow 
(their only Range die), and then they will apply the Forest penalty that results in no die being 
thrown! If they ever become decimated (all your attacks throw 1 die less), the Trackers will be 
incapable of carrying out Indirect Attacks even if they leave the forest towards the plains. 
 
For each die roll of each type that ended in a result equal to or greater than the Defense 
value of that type on the Target Unit, the Target Unit suffers one Hit losing 1 LP. 
 
7.II.6 Suffering Damage 
Follow the exact same steps as in 7.I.6. 
 
7.II.7 No Counterattack 
Indirect Attacks can never be counterattacked. After resolving the damage, the turn ends. 
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In an Aerial Attack, your attacking Unit takes flight and launches itself as fast as it can at the 
heart of the enemy army. 
 
7.III.1 Requirements of Aerial Attacks 
For an Aerial Attack, two requirements must be completed: 
 
-Only Units with "Flying" Ability can carry out Aerial Attacks. 
Gliding Units, although they can Move and Castle from a 
distance, cannot carry out Aerial Attacks due to their lack of 
speed and agility. 
 
- Aerial Attacks must be the first Orders to be voluntarily carried out in the Round because 
they are risky Attacks requiring little planning. Therefore, if in any of your previous turns in 
the same Round you executed any Order that has not been an Aerial Attack (a Maneuver, a 
Support, a Defense, or a Direct or Indirect Attack) then you will not be able to carry out more 
Aerial Attacks during the rest of the Round. The word “voluntarily" refers only to Orders that 
you execute during your own turns. The fact that your Units counterattack during your 
opponent's turns does not stop you from carrying out Aerial Attacks. 
 
7.III.2 Choosing a Target Unit 
Aerial Attacks can be launched from Vanguard or Rearguard and this Attack can be directed 
against any enemy Unit of your choosing. This makes it a very flexible Attack, capable of 
striking suddenly from anywhere! 
 
The only restriction in choosing your Target is that in the same Round a Unit cannot receive 
more than one Aerial Attack. Therefore, you have to choose a Target Unit that has not yet 
suffered an Aerial Attack in this Round. 
 
7.III.3 Interception 
When an Attacking Aerial Unit recklessly penetrates into enemy lines, the enemy Units have 
the opportunity to damage the attacker or to drive it away with long ranged weapons in what 
is known as an Interception. An Interception does not occur in Direct or Indirect Attacks. 
 
7.III.3.1 Who Can Intercept 
There are three requirements for being able to carry out an Interception: 
 
-The Unit must be within reach of Interception. Only the Target Unit and any Unit adjacent to 
the Target Unit may attempt an Interception. 
 
-The Unit must have at least one Range Attack die (blue) to be able to Intercept. Artillery dice 
(yellow) lack the precision necessary to be able to Intercept and therefore cannot be used. 
 
-The Unit cannot be exhausted.  In other words, you must have an assigned order whether it 
is face up (busy) or face down (prepared). 
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7.III.3.2 Intercepting 
When an Aerial Attack is being launched 
against your army, you may choose which Unit 
is used for interception. This Intercepting Unit 
discards the orders that are assigned to it, and is 
exhausted for the remainder of the round. 
 
If the Intercepting Unit was Closed, starting 
now it will be Open. 
 
Next, roll the exact number of Range (blue) 
dice indicated on the Intercepting Unit's card. 
During Interceptions the Range dice indicated 
on the card are always thrown. Neither bonuses 
nor penalties apply (not even if it is decimated).   
 
The Attacking Unit suffers a disruption for 
each die that is equal to or more than its Range 
Defense (blue) value. If the result of the die 
throw is a 6, besides a disruption the Attacking 
Unit will also suffer a hit (losing 1 LP). 
 
After seeing the results of your Interception, 
you may continue intercepting with other Units 
that fulfill the requirements until you are 
satisfied with the number of Disruptions or 
Hits. 
 
Intercepting is not mandatory. You may 
intercept with all, any, or none of the available 
Units. 
 
7.III.3.3 Anti-Aerial Support 
Units with Support orders are more alert and therefore better prepared to carry out 
Interceptions. 

 
The Intercepting Units that discarded Support orders enabling 
them to Intercept receive the following benefits. (It doesn't 
matter if the Support orders discarded were face up or face 
down): 
 
-The Intercepting Unit can intercept being diagonally adjacent 
to the Target Unit of the Aerial Attack. 
 
-Any result that causes a Disruption also causes a Hit (not only 
the results of "6"). 
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7.III.3.4 Aerial Consistency 
Once the Interceptions are finished, the Attacking Unit will try to maintain its flight route by 
all means. 
 
For each Disruption obtained, the Flying Attacking Unit needs to pass a Morale check 
(which will be called Aerial Consistency). If it fails one Aerial Consistency check it must 
abort the Aerial Attack and the turn ends immediately. If it passes all these Aerial Consistency 
Checks, the Aerial Attack can continue. 
 
If the Attacking Unit is destroyed by the interception, (or is decimated by the interception and 
fails a Morale Check which results in it being Routed), the Aerial Attack will be cancelled 
and the turn immediately ends. 
 
Keep in mind, if the Attacking Unit is decimated by the Interception (and is not Routed), 
when it launches the Aerial Attack it will be penalized by 1 die less for being decimated. 
 
7.III.3.5 Generals in Flying Units 
As already mentioned in section 1.3, when a General is assigned to a Unit with the Flying 
ability, he loses the capability to launch Aerial Attacks. It is the same as substituting Flying 
for Gliding. The Generals are too important to launch such a risky attack. 
 
It may be worthwhile to assign a General to a Flying Unit to take advantage of the great 
mobility that your General will have by being able to dedicate himself to Glide, but he will 
lose the capability to launch Flying Attacks. 
 

The Celestials execute their Attack by 
launching an Aerial Attack against Javi’s Unit 
A. In normal circumstances, they are only 
able to Intercept A, B, C and D. 
 

Unit A, in spite of having orders, does not 
have any Range (blue) die, therefore he 
cannot Intercept. B is exhausted, so cannot 
Intercept. C has orders, and is a Mercenary 
Unit with a blue die, with which he can 
Intercept. D is exhausted, therefore he cannot. 
 
Javi attempts to Intercept with C; discards C's 
defense, throws a blue die and rolls a 3. The 
Celestials' blue defense is a 4, therefore it 
fails. Javi realizes that E has support orders 
that allows him to Intercept diagonally, 
therefore he attempts to Intercept with E; 
discards E's Support, throws a blue die and 
rolls a 5, getting a Disruption. E has a 
Support, which causes a Hit. 
 

The Celestials lose 1 LP (because of the Hit) 
and must pass a Morale Check in order to 
continue (due to Disruption). They get a 1, 
failing the Check, and therefore aborting the 
Aerial Attack. The turn ends. 
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7.III.4 No Support for Aerial Attacks 
Aerial Attacks cannot be Supported. It is tremendously difficult to coordinate the flight of 
your own warriors, therefore coordinating yourself with a second Unit is impossible. 
 
7.III.5 Reaction of the Target Unit 
Note: This is the same as Direct Attacks. 
 
Examine the Target Unit's order. If the Target Unit is Closed, from now on it will be Open. 
 
The Target Units with Defense Orders are especially well prepared to receive Attacks. A 
Target Unit with Defense Orders performs a Morale Check. If it passes, it will have 
successfully Closed Ranks, and the Attack will throw one less die than normal. If it fails this 
check, nothing more will happen. If it is attacked several times in the same round, the Target 
Unit must carry out a Morale Check to Close Ranks each time that it receives an Attack. 
 
If the Target Unit's Order is a Maneuver or a Support, the Target Unit must also carry out a 
Morale Check. If it passes, nothing more happens (it leaves its orders as they were). If it fails, 
the Target Unit's Maneuver or Support Orders are discarded, leaving the Unit exhausted, now 
that it has disorganized. 
 
The Target Units with Attack Orders do not carry out any special Reaction. Their Orders 
remain as they were. 
 
7.III.6 Launching the Aerial Attack 
Roll your Attacking Unit's attack dice, differentiating between the types (using different 
colored dice being the easiest). 
 
Apply dice won or lost due to Closed Ranks, being Decimated, Terrain, and Abilities effects. 
 
For each die of a certain type that rolls a number equal to or greater than the Target Unit's 
Defense value of that type, the Defense Unit loses 1 LP and is said to have received a hit. 
 
Keep in mind that "Aerial Attacks" roll all types of dice, including Range and Artillery dice. 
The term "Aerial Attack" does not mean that it is exclusively a hand-to-hand attack. It is 
simply a short distance attack where there is room for projectiles and artillery. 
 
7.III.7 Sustaining Damage 
Follow exactly the same steps as in 7.I.6. 
 
7.III.8 Counterattack 
After receiving damage from an Attack, if the target Unit has Maneuver or Support Orders, or 
is exhausted (it does not have any orders), the turn ends. 
 
However, if the Target Unit has Attack or Defense Orders (it does not matter if the Defense 
orders are face up or face down), it can and must Counterattack. The Target Unit can also 
refuse to counterattack the same as in Direct Attacks (see 7.3.7). 
 
The Counterattack is resolved in the same turn as the Attack that generated it. Therefore, your 
Unit’s Counterattack during an opponent's turn does not consume your turn in doing so. 
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7.III.9 Counterattack: Target of the Counterattack 
The Target Unit always launches its Counterattack against the flying Unit that Attacked it. 
The Attacking Unit is always considered "within range" of the Counterattacking Unit. 
 
7.III.10 Counterattack: No Support 
An Aerial Attack's Counterattack cannot earn Support. 
 
7.III.11 Counterattack: The Attacking Unit’s Reaction: No Reaction 
The Attacking Unit is now exhausted (because it just launched an Aerial Attack). Therefore, 
when it receives the Counterattack, the Attacking Unit can never Close Ranks nor remain 
Disorganized. Therefore, this Reaction step is ignored. 
 
7.III.12 Launching the Counterattack 
If the Target Unit has Attack Orders, discard them (they are used up on the Counterattack). If 
it has Defense Orders, place them face up (the unit will remain busy with Defense Orders). In 
this way, Units with Defense Orders can Counterattack as many times as they want in the 
same Round, because Defense Orders are not used up like the Attack Orders. 
 
When Counterattacking, as when discarding Attack orders or when turning face up Defense 
orders that were face down, it is considered that these orders have been executed. 
 
Roll the Target Unit's attack dice. Generally these dice will be of various types (Melee, 
Range, etc.) so be sure to differentiate between them by indicating to your opponent which 
die corresponds with what. 
 
Apply any die won or lost due to Terrain, being Decimated, or Ability effects for the 
Attacking Unit or the Target Unit. 
 
It is understood that a Counterattack takes place after the attack that generated it. Therefore, 
if by consequence of the Attack, the Target Unit is Decimated, during the Counterattack it 
will throw 1 less die for being Decimated. If by consequence of the Attack, the Target Unit is 
destroyed, there will not be a Counterattack (it was destroyed before there could be a 
counterattack)! 
 
As in the Attack, apply the Hits to the Attacking Unit. If it is Decimated, carry out a Morale 
Check to avoid being destroyed by fleeing and Routing. 
 
After resolving the Counterattack, the Aerial Attack that generated it is considered ended and 
the turn passes to the next player (keeping in mind that it is the same player that 
Counterattacked). 
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The game immediately ends when one of these two victory conditions are met: 
 
- The General is captured. You immediately win the game upon destroying the Unit that 
contained the enemy General. 
- Demoralize the enemy. For each of your Units that are destroyed, you lose 2 Motivation 
points, returning 2 of your Motivation chips to the game box. If a player ends up with zero (or 
less) Motivation points, he loses the game. The opponent is declared the winner. 
 

 
 
8.1 (Optional) Introductory Games 
When first reading the rules of Vera Discordia, it can seem complicated. But, it isn't if you 
think about the fact that the whole game is here. When you master these Rules you will 
master the game. 
 
If you are just beginning to play Vera Discordia, we advise a simplified version of the game. 
Apply one, any, or all of these simplifications: 
 
- Play Without Generals: Do not deploy any Generals during the game. The game can only 
be won by "demoralizing the enemy". Ignore all the special abilities that the Generals can 
contribute to the game. 
- Play Without Flying Attacks: Treat all the Units with the "Flying" Ability as if it is the 
"Gliding" Ability. Therefore, no Unit could carry out Flying Attacks and you can ignore all of 
Section 7.III. 
- Play Without Terrain: Treat all terrain as if it were Plains, which is the type of terrain that 
has no effect on the game. Therefore, ignore all of Section 9. 
- Play Without Legendary Units: Each player recruits an Elite Unit instead of recruiting a 
Legendary Unit. These Units tend to have multiple abilities that can complicate the interaction 
within the game. 
 
When using the Introductory Rules you will be playing an unbalanced version of the game. 
These options should only be used to learn to play the game. 
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Each Terrain card has a certain effect on the battlefield, penalizing some types of Attacks 
within the column of the battlefield in which this Terrain card is placed. 
 
Also, when certain Terrain cards (Forests and Mountains) are Captured by a Maneuver, they 
grant certain bonuses to the Unit that Captured it. 
 
9.1 Terrain Effects for each type of Attack 
We have said that a Terrain card affects attacks produced in its same column. But, in an 
Attack where the Attacking Unit and the Target Unit are in different columns, which Terrain 
card is used? 
 

9.1.1 Terrain in Direct Attacks 
Direct Attacks are considered to take 
place in the Terrain card of the Attacking 
Unit's column. The resulting Counter-
attack (if there is one) occurs in the same 
terrain as the initial Direct Attack, and 
therefore, receives the same terrain penalty 
the Direct Attack received. 
 
To help remember, think of it as the 
Attacking Unit and the Target Unit 
crossing the terrain card on foot to combat 
each other, both suffering the terrain 
obstacle. 
 
9.1.2 Terrain in Indirect Attacks 
For Indirect Attacks, the Attacking Unit 
and the Target Unit are always in the 
same column, so the Terrain card to be 
used is simply the one in that column.  
Consult that Terrain card to see if the 
Indirect Attack will be penalized or not. 
 
9.1.3 Terrain in Aerial Attacks 
Aerial Attacks take place in the Terrain 
card in the column of the Target Unit. 
Consult this Terrain card to see if the 
Aerial Attack will be penalized or not. 
 
The resulting Counterattack (if there is 
one) of an Aerial Attack is never 
penalized.  The Terrain cards that penalize 
the Aerial Attacks are based on the 

difficulty of landing in that terrain. For example, when launching an Aerial Attack on a 
column with a Forest, the Flying Unit has to dodge multiple branches. When the Target Unit 
Counterattacks, it does not suffer these obstacles. 
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9.2 Terrain Effects: Plains 
Plains have no effect on the game. 
 
They don't penalize any attack, and capturing a Plain 
is worthless because it doesn't provide any bonus. 
 
 
 
 
 
9.3 Terrain Effects: Rivers 
Rivers penalize Direct Attacks that originate in their 
column with 1 die less (and also penalize any resulting 
Counterattacks). 
 
Capturing a River is worthless because it doesn't 
provide any bonus. 
 
 
 
9.4 Terrain Effects: Forest 
Forests penalize Indirect Attacks that originate in their 
column with 1 less die. 
 
They also penalize Aerial Attacks aimed at their 
column with 1 less die. 
 
A Unit that Captures a Forest earns the “Reflexes” 
ability while it is Captured. It will lose this ability 
when it loses the Capture of the Forest. 

 
 

9.5 Terrain Effects: Mountains 
Mountains penalize Direct Attacks that originate in its 
column with 1 die less (and also penalize any resulting 
Counterattacks). Mountains also penalize Indirect 
Attacks that originate in their column with 1 die less. 
 
A Unit that Captures a Mountain earns the "Affinity 
with the Mountains" ability while it remains Captured. 
The Unit will lose this ability when it loses the 
Capture of the Mountain. This ability allows the Unit 

to ignore the penalties of this mountain. While the Mountain remains Captured, Direct 
Attacks, Counterattacks and Indirect Attacks by the occupying Unit will not throw 1 die less. 
This reflects the fact that the Unit now combats from an elevated position. 
 
 
Each Terrain card has its properties indicated with icons inside boxes. The box at the top 
indicates the continuing penalty for this card. The box at the bottom (if there is one) indicates 
what a Unit earns if it Captures the Terrain. 
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The following are the different Abilities that each Unit may have. 

 
Accuracy: The ranged fire of this Unit is not only powerful, but also very 
accurate. When this unit Intercepts an Aerial Attack, all Artillery dice 
(yellow) become Range dice (blue), permitting an intercept despite being 
artillery. 
 
Affinity with Forests: This Unit ignores the Terrain penalties due to Forests. 
Therefore, it will not throw 1 die less when launching an Aerial Attack on a 
space in a Forest column, and neither will it throw 1 die less when launching an 
Indirect Attack in a Forest column. 
Note: The Tantai have this ability, in spite of the fact that in the basic game it 

isn't of any use to them (since the Tantai cannot carry out Aerial nor Indirect Attacks). In 
future expansions, advanced Terrain cards will be published in which there will be Forests 
with penalties that the Tantai will be able to ignore thanks to this ability. 

 
Affinity with Rivers: This Unit ignores the Terrain penalties due to Rivers. 
Therefore, it will not throw 1 die less when launching a Direct Attack from a 
River Column. 
 
Affinity with Mountains: This Unit ignores the Terrain penalties due to the 
Mountains. Therefore, it will not throw 1 die less when launching a Direct 
Attack from the Mountain column, and it will not throw 1 die less when 
launching an Indirect Attack in a Mountain column. 
 
Ambush: This Unit is an expert at setting traps. In the Round in which this 
Unit changes from being Closed to being Opened (turning the card over) as a 
consequence of performing an Attack or Counterattack, it will earn 2 additional 
attack dice. Ambush is of no use when Intercepting. 
 

However, if that Attack or Counterattack is directed towards a Unit with the Vision ability, 
the Ambush will be detected in advance, and the Unit will not gain the Ambush bonus. Once 
this Unit is Open, the Ambush ability no longer has any effect. 

 
Autonomy: This Unit is an ally that is not directly under your control, so that 
sometimes it will make its own decisions! At the beginning of each Round, 
throw 1d6 for this Unit. This roll is not a Morale Check and is not modified by 
morale modifiers. With a roll of 3+, the Unit will obey you in the normal way 
for this Round, as if it didn't have this Ability. 

 
With a roll of 1 or 2, this Unit will become Autonomous during this Round. Draw the next 
card from your Order Deck and assign it directly to the Autonomous Unit (you may look at 
what Order is, in the normal way). Plus, when you draw cards during this Round, draw one 
less card than normal. Therefore, the Autonomous Unit will have randomly received its 
Order. 

 
Bravery: This unit is extremely dedicated, brave and disciplined. It receives +1 
on all Morale Checks. 
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Chaos: This Unit is extremely stupid, rebellious, or slow. At the beginning of 
each Round, roll 1d6 for this Unit. This roll is not a Morale Check and is not 
modified by morale modifiers. With a roll of 2+, it will act in a normal way, as 
if it didn't have this Ability. 
 

With a roll of 1, the Unit will remain Chaotic during this Round, and will only heed its 
survival instincts. You cannot assign any Order to a Chaotic Unit. You can hold on to the 
leftover Order in your hand or discard it. 
 
A Chaotic Unit can Counterattack all Direct and Aerial Attacks it receives in spite of being 
exhausted. It has the same effect as if it were busy with a Defense Order, only that it will not 
be able to Close Ranks. 
 

Charge: When this Unit carries out a Maneuver (Movement as well as 
Castling) to change its location from Rearguard to Vanguard, when the turn is 
finished, place on top of it an Attack Order card face down. Take this Attack 
Order from your discarded cards; if there isn't one, place anything on top of the 
Unit to remember that it has been assigned an Attack Order face down. 

 
When the turn ends, this Unit will continue being prepared, and will be able to participate in 
a future turn during the same Round. The Attack Order earned through this Ability can only 
be used to launch a Direct Attack or a Counterattack. 
 
The Charge ability does not work if the Castling executed to reach Vanguard has been helped 
by the Mobility ability of one of your Units. Keep in mind that Charge does work when 
Castling with a Unit that has Mobility but does not make use of its Mobility to Castle. 
 

 
Cowardice: This Unit fights unmotivated, doesn't have any experience on the 
battlefield, or it fights for money or fear of punishment. This Unit has a penalty 
of -1 on all Morale Checks. 
 
 
Discord: An Attack by this Unit, besides any damages, causes great confusion, 
stress, and chaos among the enemy lines. When a Unit with Discord launches 
an Attack (or Counterattack), the Target Unit will have a modifier of -1 on all 
Morale Checks that it makes as a consequence of that Attack (or 
Counterattack), which are: Checks to avoid being Disorganized, Checks to 

Close Ranks, and Checks to avoid being Routed. Discord does not modify any other Morale 
Check. Discord is of no use when Intercepting. 
 

 
Endurance: The formations for combat or the tenacity of these warriors allows 
them to fight effectively after suffering great losses. This Unit does not lose an 
Attack die after being Decimated. 
 
 
Expendable: This Unit is mere fodder destined for sacrifice, or it involves 
unsolicited external assistance that can easily be done without. When this Unit is 
destroyed the player who controls it will only lose 1 Motivation Point instead of 
the usual 2 Motivation Points. 
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Flying: The Unit can carry out short flights, but at great altitudes. 
This unit does not need to be next to the space it moves to when 
carrying out Movements or Castling. It can also perform Aerial 
Attacks. 
There are two different icons representing the Flying ability. In 

the basic game, they are treated the same. They will only differ in subsequent expansions. 
 
 

Glide: This unit is capable of flying on a limited basis. As with the 
Flying Ability, the Unit does not need to be adjacent to the space it 
moves into when performing a Move or Castle maneuver. 
However, unlike the Flying Ability, it cannot make Aerial Attacks. 
 

There are two different icons to represent the Gliding skill. In the basic game, they are treated 
the same. They will only differ in subsequent expansions. 
 

 
Guards: This Ability is only found in the Heroism section of a General. The 
General contributes his personal guard to the Unit resulting in a stronger Unit. 
It permanently adds 1 to the maximum LPs of the Unit. 
 

 
 
Link: The minds of the members of this unit are linked to the minds of other 
units with the Link ability. This is the case with the Nir and its Collective Mind. 
At the beginning of each turn, before executing an order, you can do one of 
the following three actions: 

1 - Exchange an Order card in your hand with a face down Order that has been 
assigned to one of your Units with the Link ability. 

2 - Exchange the two face down Orders of two of your Units with the Link ability. 
3 - Take the face down Order of one of your Units with the Link ability and put it in 

your hand. You can only do this action if you do not have any cards in your hand. 
 

 
Mastery: This Unit is composed of experienced warriors. If this Unit carries 
out an Attack or Counterattack and does not get any Hits from the dice roll, you 
can roll all the dice again and apply the new result. If you don't get any Hits 
from the second roll, you cannot roll the dice again. Mastery is of no use when 
Intercepting. 

 
 

Maximum Life: The initial Life Points of this unit 
are not 6, but rather the number that appears in the 
icon. No unit can have more LPs than its initial 
quantity. 
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Metamorphosis: Only the Shog Chrysalis have this Ability. The first time that 
any Chrysalis Unit attacks or is attacked by another enemy Unit, it will be 
converted into an exact copy of that enemy Unit for the rest of the game. The 
Chrysalis copies only the statistics printed on the card.  The changes due to 
Leadership or Heroism of the enemy General do not apply. Although they will 

copy the maximum capacity of the enemy's LPs, they will not copy their current number of 
Life Points, nor will they copy their ID number. 
 
After the metamorphosis the Chrysalis will have their LPs increased (or decreased) to the 
fullest capacity of the copied Unit’s LP capacity. Also, keep in mind that they will also have 
lost the Metamorphosis ability and therefore will not be able to alter their form during the rest 
of the game. 
 
Note that before the Metamorphosis, the Chrysalis are only allowed to perform Direct 
attacks, as they do not meet the requirements for Indirect Attacks (no blue or yellow dice) nor 
Aerial Attacks (they do not have the ability to fly). If a unmetamorphed Chrysalis attacks or 
counterattacks another unmetamorphed enemy Chrysalis, they will both remain 
unmetamorphed, and no damage will be dealt. 
 

 
Mobility: This unit is extremely maneuverable. When this unit acts as the 
Passive unit in a Castling Maneuver, it does not need to discard a Maneuver 
order for the castling to be successful. If it has no Order or any other Order, the 
Castling will still be successful, and this Unit will retain its Orders. 
 

 
Prominent: The Unit has personalities or artifacts of great importance for its 
people and therefore its survival is essential. When this Unit is destroyed the 
player who controls it will lose 4 Motivation Points instead of the usual 2 
Motivation Points. 
 

When you assign your General to a Prominent Unit, this cancels the disadvantage of this 
Ability (since it wouldn’t matter if you lose 4 Motivation Points if you are going to lose the 
game anyway because you General has fallen). However, this practice has an inconvenience. 
If your General is assigned to a Prominent Unit, and this Unit is Decimated, you will lose 
the 4 Motivation Points the Unit is worth. 
 

 
Rage: This Unit is incredibly aggressive. At the beginning of each Round, roll 
1d6 for this Unit. This roll is not a Morale Check and is not modified by morale 
modifiers. With a result of 1 to 4, the Unit will behave as normal in this Round, 
as if it did not have this Ability. 
 

With a result of 5 or 6 its thirst for blood will be unleashed, and during this Round it will be 
Enraged. Mark this Unit in some manner (you can turn it 45º, place a marker on it, etc.). 
During the resolution of this Round, when an Enraged Unit goes to execute its orders, you 
can elect to execute its original orders, or its Rage can cause it to convert those orders into 
another type of Order, depending upon the location of the Enraged Unit. 
 
If the Enraged Unit is in Vanguard you can convert its Orders into an Attack with which it 
must launch a Direct Attack or a Counterattack. If the Enraged Unit is in Rearguard you 
can convert its Orders into a Maneuver with which it must try to Move or Castle to place 
itself in Vanguard. 
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Reflexes: This unit is particularly fast, or uses short-ranged weapons that allow 
a form of attack before its enemy can strike. The Counterattacks of this unit are 
resolved before the Attack that generates them. This means that if the 
Counterattack causes the attacking Unit to be decimated or destroyed, the attack 
will be penalized (-1 die) or canceled, respectively. If both combating units have 

the Reflexes ability, the attack will be resolved before the counterattack in the usual manner. 
 
Regeneration: At the beginning of each round, roll 1d6 for this unit if the LPs 
of this Unit are not at full capacity. This roll is not a Morale Check and is not 
modified by morale modifiers. If the result is 4 or greater, this unit gains 1 LP. 
 
Riposte: This unit fights in an especially defensive formation that allows it to 
easily counterattack. If it is Attacked and cannot Counterattack because of 
being exhausted or having Maneuver or Support orders, this Unit will be able 
to Counterattack, but throwing two dice less in that Counterattack. 
 
Stealth: This unit is a specialist in the art of infiltration. Having this unit in 
your army allows you to initially deploy one extra unit in a Closed manner (and 
one unit less in an Open manner). Also, the army with the greatest number of 
Stealth Ability Units will get the first initiative which allows it the advantage 
of examining the Terrain later, beginning the deployment last, and gaining the 

Initiative during the first round of play. 
 
Tenacious: This Unit finds itself in a reckless and not very disciplined state of 
mind because of its beast-form or from being under the effect of a drug. This 
Unit always automatically passes (without needing to roll a die) the Morale 
Checks to avoid being Routed (being destroyed upon becoming Decimated) 
and the Morale Check to overcome the Terror of the other Units. 

 
For all other Morale Checks it will receive a modifier of -2. 

 
Terror: This unit causes irrational terror in the enemy due to a bloodthirsty 
reputation or supernatural capabilities. When an enemy unit carries out a Direct 
Attack, Aerial Attack or Counterattack against a unit with the Terror ability, it 
must first pass a Morale Check. Tenacious units automatically pass this check. 
 

If it passes the check the unit will have overcome the Terror and will be able to continue with 
its Attack or Counterattack as usual. If it fails the check, this Attack or Counterattack will be 
penalized by losing 2 dice. 
 
Indirect Attacks are not affected by Terror because the Attacking Unit is too far away from 
the enemy to feel fear. 

 
Vision: For each Unit that your army has with this ability, your enemy must 
initially deploy one more Open Unit (and therefore one less Closed Unit). You 
will also be able to examine an additional Terrain card while setting up the 
game. And, this unit is immune to the effects of the Ambush ability. 
 
Voracious: This Unit is capable of strengthening itself through the destruction 
of others. Each time this Unit destroys an enemy unit, it will earn 1 LP.  It 
cannot raise its LPs to a value greater than its initial value. This effect is not 
only triggered when the Voracious Unit reduces the LPs of a enemy Unit to 

zero, but also when the Voracious Unit decimates an enemy Unit that fails the following 
Morale Check and so is destroyed by being Routed. 


